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Cloud computing has become a major resource for fulfilling people’s computational
and storage needs. Investing in these services requires measuring and assuring its quality
in general, and reliability and usability are primary concerns. However, using traditional
reliability models can be challenging because of the environmental constraints and limited
data availability due to the heterogeneous environment and diverse stakeholders. Also, the
quality of cloud service Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) has a direct impact on
the usability and reliability of the service.
We developed a framework to measure reliability with alternative available information
that most cloud providers offer in three stages: 1) Defects are extracted and weighed from
issue reports based on their validity, 2) Workload is measured by the number of clients as a
new proxy to estimate daily clients usage, 3) Both results are linked together to examine the
defect behavior over time. Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) are used to analyze
this behavior, to assess current reliability, and to predict future reliability.
Google Maps APIs is used as a case study to demonstrate the applicability and effective-
ness of our new framework. Then our framework is validated by extending the models to
provide reasonably accurate long term reliability predictions.
Furthermore, we developed a comprehensive framework to measure and analyze cloud
service APIs quality attributes in general and usability sub-attributes in particular. First, we
iv
identify relevant quality attributes applicable to cloud service APIs. Second, we decompose
cloud service APIs to measurable elements. Then we define metrics to quantify these quality
attributes using decomposed elements. Lastly, we measure and analyze cloud service APIs
usability using existing data sources from crowd source Q&A. We applied our framework on
YouTube APIs and Stack Overflow to demonstrate its applicability and effectiveness.
v
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The internet has given birth to cloud computing, which changes the way people use
computation resources. According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), cloud computing is a model that uses communication technology to allow global
customers to share computing resources such as networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services [50]. In addition to providing cloud computing services to end users, organizations
use it to improve performance and reduce cost by replacing server rooms with cloud com-
puting. Developers also take advantage of cloud computing to embed cloud services in their
systems and applications to satisfy their customer’s needs.
The high demand for cloud computing increases the need to assure its quality, including
reliability, usability, and security as primary concerns [60]. This dissertation focuses on reli-
ability and usability in cloud services from the client perspective. Reliability will be assessed
from the client perspective, where the client is the developer who embeds or integrates the
provided cloud service in his or her application or system in general. Also, cloud service
APIs’ quality will be investigated and studied because it has a direct impact on reliability
and usability of the service.
Reliability is an important characteristic in building a heterogeneous system with intrinsic
high complexity. Software reliability is the probability of not having a failure over a specific
period [56]. Therefore, we defined the cloud service reliability as the probability of not having
a failure for the services, where a failure is the inability to correctly process a customer
request. Researchers and practitioners have used many methods to measure and predict
software reliability during development or operation phases. However, these traditional
approaches are difficult to apply in cloud computing because of the environmental constraints
and limited data availability. Unlike in traditional software systems, defects can be associated
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with heterogeneous components distributed over wide areas and different layers of the cloud
infrastructure. Workload measurement is harder to obtain due to the different stakeholders
involved. Also, service providers may rely on clients to report defects who may be reluctant
to share detailed circumstantial information about these defects due to legal and proprietary
concerns. These limitations need to be taken into consideration when we address cloud
reliability problems from the perspective of clients or developers who use these services.
Usability, on the other hand, is the degree to which a product or system can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a
specified context of use [38]. Therefore, The usability of cloud service is to the degree to which
the cloud service can be used by client or developer to be integrated into their system with
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. To assess cloud service usability we need to identify
the way that client use these services first, which are Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Our scope in this study will be limited to the
APIs’ access only since it is the most common way to embed most cloud service to any
system. Actually, APIs have been used in frameworks and operating systems for decades,
and there are many approaches to improve its quality. However, APIs for cloud services are
working on a different platform, and it has different constraints and circumstances. Moreover,
most of the studies are proposing standards and guidelines for APIs design and structure
with very limited empirical studies to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of these standers
and guidelines. Therefore, an empirical study for API quality with a concentration in cloud
service constraints will support these standards and guidelines.
In this dissertation, we propose a reliable framework which overcomes the limitations
to assess and predict cloud service reliability. The framework has three stages: 1) extract
and process defect data from clients’ report system, 2) identify and extract proper workload
from client usage, 3) use both results to assess and predict reliability using existing reliability
models. Google Maps APIs was analyzed using the proposed framework as a case study to
demonstrate its applicability and effectiveness.
2
We also analyze APIs in cloud service circumstances and investigate the relation be-
tween APIs’ elements and usability attributes. Then we propose a framework to conduct an
empirical study to understand the influence of the APIs elements on quality attributes.
The dissertation is organized as the following. Chapter 2 includes background and related
work. Chapter 3 is an overview of problems and the new solution. Chapter 4 describes
our new reliability framework and uses it on Google Maps APIs to assess and predict its
reliability. Chapter 5 investigates cloud service APIs’ quality and proposes a framework
for an empirical study that helps to understand the influence of APIs’ elements on quality.




Software quality is usually associated with satisfying user expectations as characterized
by user requirements and product specifications [24] [38]. This chapter examines related
work about quality, reliability, usability, cloud, and APIs.
2.1. Quality Frameworks and Attributes
Assessment of software quality required first to understand how the community defined it
[35] [77]. Organizations tried to identify the software quality characteristics to improve their
systems and applications. There are several software quality standards that scientists and
practitioners adapted since 1970’s. Most of these standards share many characteristics and
attributes. However, with the passage of time some attributes have been renamed, merged, or
substituted with new attributes. These changes can be referred to the evaluation of software,
infrastructure, and communicating technologies. In fact, evaluations have a direct effect on
customers’ usage and needs which reflect on the requirements. As a result, changing of
requirements will lead to a change of quality attributes which makes the differences between
these standards
One of the early software quality standards is a technical report by McCall et al. for
U.S. Air Force Electronic System Division’s [15] [49]. The document was made to provide
standard and technical guidance to software acquisition managers. They proposed Factor-
Criteria-Metrics(FCM) approach to decompose quality to eleven main quality factors and
these factors are decomposed to 25 criteria. They address these criteria with 41 metrics. We
will consider only the relevant characteristics from this reports. First, reliability is the extent
to which a program can be expected to perform its intended function with required precision.
Another characteristic is usability defined as the effort that required to learn, prepare input,
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and interpret output of a program. Reusability is also a relevant quality characteristic which
has been used in some of the literature for APIs in a specific environment. It is defined as
the extent to which a program can be used in other applications related to the packaging
and scope of the functions that programs perform. Digging deep into each characteristic we
find reliability is decomposed to error tolerance, consistency, accuracy, simplicity. Where
usability is decomposed to training, communication, and operability. Finally, resuability is
decomposed to generality, modularity, software system independence, machine independence,
self-descriptiveness. The document also shows some relationships between software quality
characteristics. Such subcharacteristics should be taken in consideration to cover different
perspectives of quality.
Later, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) proposed a framework to measure the
capability of organizations to produce quality software for US governments which called
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [68] [47] [64]. The model has five scaled levels, starts
from ad hoc through repeatable, defined, managed, and optimizing. The organization that
has better understanding and control on their resources and development process gets of
higher level.
Beside FCM, several other approaches have also been used to investigate quality. Basili
proposed Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach, which is a top down method to investigate
factors that influence software process [9] [76]. The approach starts with identifying the goals
of measurement. Then, ask questions to determine the way to achieve the goals. Finally,
define the metrics that will provide quantitative answers for each question.
CUPRIMDSO is an IBM standard for software which stands for capability or function-
ality, usability, performance, reliability, installability, maintainability, documentation or in-
formation, service, and overall [42]. The most relevant to cloud service APIs from these
standards are reliability, usability, and documentation.
The most widely used quality standards for software engineering are several versions
from International Organization for Standardization (ISO). [36] [37] [38]. The latest Stan-
dard IOS/IEC 25010:2011 divides software quality to a quality in use model and a product
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quality model each model consists of characteristics which subdivided to subcharacteris-
tics [38]. Quality in use model related to the interaction with the product and composed of
five characteristics that include: effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk, and
context coverage. On the other hand, product quality model is related to static properties
of software and dynamic properties of the computer system. It is composed of eight char-
acteristics including functional suitability, performance efficiency, compatibility, reliability,
usability, security, maintainability, and portability.
Web-based software changes the perspective of measuring software quality. According
to Offutt, the high competition on web-based software and its natural increase customer
awareness of quality and allowed them to move their business from provider to another once
they discover it [60]. His survey shows that the important quality process divers for software
was changed from time to market in traditional software to reliability, usability, and security
in web-based software.
Denning said software quality should be measured by customer’s satisfaction [20]. He
divides satisfaction to three levels. First level fulfills the basic requirement. Second level
prevents negative consequences that may occur. Highest level where system excites the
expectations of customers by doing much more work than they ask for.
2.2. Quality and Defects
The concept of defects, error, fault, and failure have a direct relationship to software
quality. In fact, defects considered to be the major metric to measure quality from the de-
velopment point of view. Most software enterprises ensure quality by examining intermediate
and final products to detect defects. [14] [25] [43]. According to ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765-2017,
a defect is an imperfection or deficiency in a work product where the work product does not
meet its requirements or specifications and needs to be either repaired or replaced [40]. The
life cycle of defects starts with a human error which transfers to faults, then to failures. Error
is defined as a human action that leads to inject the system with faults or bugs. Therefore,
a fault is the human error in the form of requirement, design, or code. For instance, when a
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developer misunderstands user requirement, he or she will transfer this misunderstanding to
the design and code. Errors can lead to one or more faults as much as this misunderstanding
is used in design and code. Failure is the inability of a system or component to perform
its required functions within specified performance requirements or time. Therefore, failure
is related to system behaviors according to requirements. In other words, faults are what
developers see and failures are what customers see. However, if the faults never executed,
then failure will never occur. Therefore, both developers and customers concern about fail-
ures because they are what effect system operation. Failures can be measured directly by
count, distribution, and density, etc. Also failure can be classified by its severity to capture
its impact to the system or environment [22] [71].
2.3. Software Metrics
Software metrics can be divider to external product attributes and internal product
attributes [22]. External product attributes include quality attributes such as reliability,
usability, maintainability, etc. Some of these attributes will be covered in other sections.
Internal attributes are divided to size metrics and structures metrics.
Size can be described by length, functionality, and complexity. Source Line of Code
(SLOC) is the common metric for length that not includes blank lines and comment lines
[19] [29]. In some cases, comment density can be used to represent self-documentation [22].
In addition, Software Engineering Institute (SEI) proposed a framework to measure software
size that can address the influence of need [63]. However, SLOC is more influenced by pro-
gramming language and technology rather than solving the problem. Therefore, functionality
is used to reflect a better picture of product size from user perspective. The common method
to measure functionality is function points by measure the amount of functionality in the
system, which can be extracted from specification or high level design. Size complexity has
two dimensions: time and space needed to complete a job. It can be measured by efficiency
of the solution which can be deafened by big-O notation [42] [45].
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On the other hand, structure attributes can be measured in different ways depending on
the component of structure which includes control flow, data or information flow, and data
structure. McCabe proposed cyclomatic complexity to measure the control flow structure
by measuring the number of linearly independent paths [48]. Henry and Kafura proposed
information flow measurement approach by considering the number of data that passed and
received by the module to calculate its complexity [34]. There are several approaches to
measure data structure. Boehm used the ratio between database size and the number of
delivered source instructions as metric to measure the amount of data in a system which is
part of COCOMO model [12].
Chidamber and Kemerer proposed metrics suite to measure the structure of Object Ori-
ented Design(OOD) [16]. This suite contains six metrics including weighted methods per
class, depth of inheritance tree, number of children, coupling between object, response for
class, and lack of cohesion on methods. Some of these metrics can be adapted to measure
the quality of APIs.
2.4. Reliability
Software reliability is defined as the probability of a software system to perform its
specified functions correctly during a specified exposure period under the customers’ usage
environment or similar environments [56]. The period can be a single run, number of runs,
calendar time, or execution time unit. There are several approaches that been used to
measure software reliability, but the most popular are Input Domain Reliability Models
(IDRMs) and Software Reliability Growth Models(SRGMs) [21] [71].
IDRMs use input states such as the low level architecture of the system and its defects
to measure the reliability in the current state only. An example of such models is Nelson
model where reliability is the ration between the successful executions and the total number
of executions. [59]. This model can be applied by ruing a few samples of different inputs and
8







where f is the number of failures and n is the total of runs. The advantage of this model
that is ease of applying and random testing is passable. It is suitable to measure software
reliability for devices that have limited functionality. On the other hand, the model becomes
inaccurate for large samples and does not predict future reliability.
SRGMs are time-based models commonly used to assess and predict reliability by ana-
lyzing defects data over time [21]. The reliability growth is due to the defect detection and
fixing that lowers the number of system faults and leads to improved reliability over time.
Choosing the suitable models should consider the model required data and the assumptions
of such models [21] [26] [56].
One of the widely used SRGMs is Goel-Okumoto model (GO) from the Non-Homogenous
Poisson Process (NHPP) model class [27]. In this model, the number of failures in the system
is finite, and the mean value function for the number of failures is:
µ(t) = N(1− e−bt) (2.2)
which predicts the cumulative defects in each given time (t) with constants b > 0 and N > 0,
where b and N can be estimated from observation data.
Another NHPP model is the S-shaped model [62] [79], which considers the learning curve
in the beginning and uses the following formula:
µ(t) = N(1− (1 + bt)e−bt) (2.3)
where t, b, and N are similar to the GO model.
Another widely used NHPP model is Musa-Okumoto Model(MO) [52] [54]. The failures
are infinite in this model and it is required the time that failures occur without concern
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about completion time. It uses the following formula:
µ(t) = β0 ln(β1t+ 1) (2.4)
where β0 and β1 are constants that can be estimated from observation data. The logarithmic
model has been extended to address the earlier discovered failures reduces failure intensity
[57].
The period can be measured by time units that reflect actual usage by the customer
and users, because software failures are triggered by actual usage that exposes some internal
defects. Software reliability modeling used calendar time as the time measurement until
Musa introduced execution time to better characterize actual system usage or workload [56].
Alternative usage related time measurements have also been used for reliability modeling,
including test runs and transitions from test tracking reports and number of usage instances
and web traffic extracted from web logs [5] [41] [59] [69] [70] [73].
Although cloud computing provides the advantage of sharing computing resources, it has
some limitations. One such limitation can be a result of encapsulation of cloud service which
hides the system specification including low level architecture. Also the traditional data
sources of defect such as testing reports or log files are generally unavailable for clients due
to their legal or proprietary concerns.
Past failure data of other similar users were used to predict the web service reliability for
the current users [81] [82]. An enhancement to this work was done by considering provider
and client location, service load, and computational requirements [66]. However, this ap-
proach required historical data from other similar users which might not be available for
cloud services. Also the approach does not predict future reliability.
Available methods for measuring software reliability would be challenging to apply in
cloud service because of the limited data availability. Calendar time is not an accurate
workload representation in reliability models for cloud services due to the fast growth or
change of service usage. Also execution time, or the number of service invocations are not
available. Therefore, we need an alternative data source that represents defect behavior over
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appropriately defined usage time to measure cloud service reliability.
2.5. Usability
According to IOS/IEC 25010:2011, Usability is defined as the degree to which a product
or system can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, and
satisfaction in a specified context of use. Usability can either be specified or measured as
a product quality characteristic in term of its subcharacteristics, or specified or measured
directly by measures that are a subset of quality in use [38]. In our case, we will use the
subcharacteristics of product quality since we interested to improve the product which is
APIs itself. However, these subcharacteristics have been updated for the previous standard
ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 [37]. The following is the update of subcharacteristics of usability:
• Appropriateness recognizability: used to be called understandability and it defined by
degree to which users can recognize whether a product or system is appropriate for
their needs.
• Learnability: degree to which a product or system can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals of learning to use the product or system with effectiveness,
efficiency, freedom from risk and satisfaction in a specified context of use.
• Operability: degree to which a product or system has attributes that make it easy to
operate and control.
• User error protection: new subcharacteristics defined by the degree to which a system
protects users against making errors.
• User interface aesthetics: used to be called attractiveness and defined by degree to
which a user interface enables pleasing and satisfying interaction for the user.
• Accessibility: new subcharacteristics defined by the degree to which a product or
system can be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities
to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use.
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There are several works on web application usability. Geng and Tian proposed a method
to identify and improve web interface usability [23]. The method uses web server logs to
compare between usage patterns against cognitive user models. The new method helps to
discover usability issues and suggest corrective actions to improve web interface usability.
2.6. Cloud and APIs
Cloud services are accessed through Graphical user interfaces(GUIs) or Application pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs). In this study, our concern is APIs and its quality. Apart of this
study dedicated to investigating the cloud service reliability, the other community concern of
cloud service that we focus on is the usability of the services. Usability in general is defined
as the degree to which a product or system can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use [38].
Before defining cloud service usability, we need to define some keywords from the defini-
tion in cloud services which they are: product, user, goals, and context. First, the product or
the system we are targeting is the cloud service. The user in our case is the developer, who
wants to integrate some functionality that cloud service offers without concern about the
internal code. In other words, API of service is similar to the functionality of word processor
or spreadsheet. These applications have tens of functionality that by itself alone achieve a
small contraption such as table or sum of numbers, but together will achieve the goal such as
a letter, technical report, or financial statement. Finally, the context of use in this situation
is where developer sees and access APIs which is the programming environment. Therefore,
Usability of APIs cloud service is to which degree the APIs can be used by client or developer
to integrate the service in their system with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in the
programming environment.
Zheng and other proposed cloud quality dimensions and metrics which include usability
of cloud. They consider the availability of three features of cloud service as the metrics of its
usability. These three features are graphical user interface(GUI), application programming
interface(API), and web user interface(WUI). So, if the service provides one of these fea-
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tures it has 0.33 usability, where service that offers all three features has 1.00 usability [80].
However, this measurement is very abstract and not accurate since it is not measuring the
usability rather that it is counting features in the system which does not have a direct impact
on usability.
2.7. APIs and Cognitive Dimensions
Clarke et al. from Visual Studio Usability Group at Microsoft proposed cognitive di-
mensions framework to evaluate the quality of APIs [18]. Their work was inspired by Green
and Blackwell’s framework for cognitive dimensions of information artifacts which contains
thirteen dimensions [30]. Clark et al. tried to map a previous API usability study results
to the original cognitive dimensions framework. The study result could not be described by
the framework because it might fall under one or more dimensions, and dimensions could
not translate the industrial setting so well. Therefore, only ten of the original framework
dimensions have been adapted. Also, they renamed some of the dimensions and add two
new dimensions to be more applicable to their work environment. These two dimensions are
Working Framework and Work-step Unit. The following is the list of the adapted dimensions
with the new definitions:
• Abstraction Level: what are the minimum and maximum level of abstraction exposed
by the API, and what are the minimum and maximum levels usable by a targeted
developer?
• Learning Style: what are the learning requirements posed by the API, and what are
the learning styles available to a targeted developer?
• Working Framework: what is the size of the conceptual chunk needed to work effec-
tively?
• Work-Step Unit: how much of a programming task must/can be completed in a single
step?
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• Progressive Evaluation: to what extent can partially completed code be executed to
obtain feedback on code behavior?
• Premature Commitment: to what extent does a developer have to make decisions
before all the needed information is available?
• Penetrability: how does the API facilitate exploration, analysis, and understanding of
its components, and how does a targeted developer go about retrieving what is needed?
• API Elaboration: to what extent must the API be adapted to meet the needs of a
targeted developer?
• API Viscosity: what are the barriers to change inherent in the API, and how much
effort does a targeted developer need to expend to make a change?
• Consistency: once part of an API is learned, how much of the rest of it can be inferred?
• Role Expressiveness: how apparent is the relationship between each component and
the program as a whole?
• Domain Correspondence: how clearly do the API components map to the domain?
Are there any special tricks?
Later, they categorized developers to groups according to their behavior or profiles which
are: Opportunistic, Pragmatic, and Systematic [17]. In conclusion, their work created com-
mon terminology between APIs developers and usability groups. Also their framework can
measure the degree of convenience between APIs and developers group in each dimension.
The study redefines the dimensions to fit with APIs environment, but renamed dimen-
sions are not referred to which original dimensions it came from. Also the new dimension
called Working Framework could be under one of the original dimension that removed called
Visibility. However, Green stated about this new framework “the original conception of
cognitive dimensions has been diluted; but on the other hand, the loss of purity is evidently
accompanied by greater real-world applicability” [31].
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2.8. APIs Metrics
Bloch provides some guidelines steps to design good APIs [11]. He lists 38 points that
developers should consider to design APIs. These points focus on four aspects: development
performance and process, classes and methods design, and documentation. However, these
guidelines missing an empirical study that shows the degree of the impact on the user.
Robillard conducted a survey in Microsoft to gather information about developer ex-
periences and obstacles they faced with learning APIs [65]. The survey contains thirteen
questions includes six open end questions about obstacles which answered by 80 developers.
The responses are classified by five major categories. Most responses emphasize resources
to learn API which is documentation, and what documentation should contain? One of the
most important elements in documentation is the example. Robillard divides it to three
types. First, the Snippets which is a small portion of code. Some responses complain that
this type of example does not satisfy developers in a complex situation such as involving
multiple function calls. Therefore, they must use another type of example. Robillard list
tutorials as the second type which is typically longer than snippets , and consist of multiple
segments of code. Tutorials intend to teach developers specifies aspects of API. The third
type of examples is a complete application which is more detailed and can be offered by
open source projects. The survey shows that old documenting can be a critical obstacle for
the developer, and source of documentation play important role in credibility. Therefore,
the developer will use code from API documentation without any hesitation while internet
code will be his or her last option. Another obstacle from the survey shows that high-level
design documentation would be not enough in some cases, and developer needs more internal
information. Robillard suggests documentation should be supported by low-level design doc-
umentation to adders the structures that impact the APIs behavior. The paper succeeded
to gather many obstacles to learn APIs from practitioners, and to categorize these obstacles.
However, an empirical study is needed to show the degree of the impact on the developers.
Zibra did a comprehensive literature review to collect most factors that make APIs dif-
ficult to use [83] [84]. He lists twenty two factors that appeared in the literature. Most of
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these factors related to design issue such as complexity of exposed features, data type, pa-
rameters, return type, and other. It also includes some process factories such as API version
and maintainability.
One of the related environment to cloud services that has similar circumstance is Component-
based software development(CBD). Wahizaki and other proposed a metrics suite to measure
CBD reusability [78]. They used McCall’s Factor-Criteria-Metrics(FCM), which is mentioned
in Section 2.1 , to map between metrics and subcharacteristics of reusability which include
understandability, adaptability, and portability. Some of these metrics in this article are not
applicable for APIs. For instance, the existence of meta-information(EMI) is a criteria that
represented by the existence of BeanInfo class for each component which is not the case in
API. However, this can be substitute by documentation for each API, but the existence of
documentation would be a very abstract measurement for understandability. Also the rate of
component observability(RCO) and the rate of component customizability(RCC) are criteria
to measure the ratio between the number of variable in the component and the number of
the method that read these variables (get), or the ratio between the number of variable and
number of the methods that change these variables (set) respectively. However, the relation
between the criteria and such metrics is not clear. Another criteria is Self-Component’s
Return Value(SCCr) which represent by the ratio between the methods that return value to
the methods that don’t return value to represent the dependency of the method which is not
accurate.
Mosqueira-Ray et al. [51] adapted usability framework that proposed by Aloso-Rios et
al. [6]. The framework was based on literature including old ISO standard. However, the
structure of attributes and subattributes are not well justified. For instance, understandabil-
ity and learnability are merged into knowability. One of the subattributes of knowability is
remembering how to use which should be more related to operability. Also safety has been
added to the attributes and related to system breach and confidentiality which are more
likely security subattributes.
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2.9. Data Source for Empirical Study
Measuring software quality required a data source to extract metrics that linked to quality
attributes. We mentioned some of the data sources used for quality in different environments
which are summarized in the following.
Testing reports, during software development cycle, have been used as a direct resource
for defects data to analyze and measure reliability [21] [56]. Besides testing reports, log files
play an important role in quality measurement. They have been used to extract several
metrics for different environments. In traditional software, log files used to extract metric
including defects to measure and analyze reliability [44] [74]. In web environments, server
logs has been used to classified errors [4] [41] [46] [72] [73]. Others used client log files for
the web as a source to extract quality metrics [81] [82].
Web analytic sites offer a large amount of data for organizations that help them to study
the customer behavior and market to improve their service [1]. These data source can be
used to analyze software quality or associated with other metrics to improve accuracy.
One of the internet advantages is the interacting forums. These forums can be restricted
between client and service provider such as help disk system or issues tracking system.
In such forums, client starts a post and provider follow up with feedback. Another type of
forums is open to the public such as crowd Q&A where anyone can start a post or participate
in the same post. Most of these forums is a public access which can be used for an empirical
study. Stack overflow is one of the crowd Q&A forum that used intensively for empirical
study in general [8], or evaluating crowd post for different purpose [3] [28] [32] [75]
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Chapter 3
PROBLEMS AND NEW SOLUTION
The high demand for cloud services increases the need to improve its quality. The quality
of a system is the degree to which the system satisfies the stated and implied needs of its
various stakeholders, and thus provides value [38]. The primary concern is to improve quality
in general. The environment of a cloud service increases the complexity of the system and
introduces new constraints. This chapter will describe problems of assuring quality under
these environmental constraints and propose a solution.
3.1. Quality in Cloud Services
We addressed some of the quality standards in Section 2.1. Most of these standards
share many characteristics and attributes. We notice that with the passage of time some
attributes have been renamed, merged, or substituted with new attributes. These changes
can be referred to the evolution of software, infrastructure, and communicating technologies.
In fact, evolution has a direct effect on customers usage and needs which reflect on the
requirements. As a result, the changing of requirements will lead to a change of the quality
attributes, which makes the differences between these standards. Offutt’s survey shows that
in traditional software the most important factor is the time to deliver the product and
maintenance can be performed later where as the primary concerns in web-based software
are reliability, usability, and security [60]. The survey supports that change of technology
and environment influence of the quality requirement. We will elaborate on each of these
quality attributes and its influence on cloud services.
Reliability is one of the important attributes that emphasize functional requirements. It
is defined as the probability of a software to perform its specified functions correctly during
a specified exposure period under the customer’s usage environment or similar environments
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[56]. Cloud service reliability can be defined as the probability of not having a failure for
the service, where a failure is the inability to correctly process a customer request [13]. One
of the common metrics to measure reliability is failures over time. In traditional software,
failures can be collected during the testing phase or operation from testing team reports or
system log files respectively. Time can be represented by calendar time, execution time, and
web transactions [41] [52]. However, cloud service requires a different source of metrics to
measure reliability in the new environment. Therefore, defects can be extracted from server
traffic logs with different methods considering the related defects only [4]. Also, calendar
time and execution time become inappropriate metrics because they don’t represent the
workload on the service. Therefore, service invocation would be a better representation for
workload which can be extracted from provider log files. Otherwise, a proxy for workload
can be used as an alternative metric [13].
Usability in traditional software plays an important role to improve customer satisfaction.
It is defined as the degree to which a product or system can be used by specified goals with
effectiveness, and satisfaction in a specified contest of use [38]. Where usability of cloud
service can be defined as to which degree the cloud service can be used by client or developer
to be embedded in their system with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. In fact,
cloud service and traditional software have common metrics in usability when they both
use Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) to access the system. However, cloud service offers
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) as an additional or main method to access their
service. This new method brings new metrics to this quality attribute. Therefore, a new
framework needs to be developed to consider the APIs usability metrics.
Security is defined as the degree to which a product or system protects information and
data so that persons or other products or systems have the degree of data access appropriate
to their types and levels of authorization [38]. According to ISO, cloud service security
is a sub-role of cloud service provider which has the responsibility of ensuring that the
information security policies of the cloud service customer and the cloud service provider
are aligned and meet the security requirements stated in the SLA [39]. Software security
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impact directly with accessibility which is very high in cloud service and can be very limited
in traditional software. The distribution of cloud service component and layers change the
concept of security measurement. Data are exposed through HTTP and the firewall is no
longer the main protection for data. Therefore, new quality metrics for cloud service that
address the accessibility, system distribution, and data exposed are changing the way that
security is measured.
We focus on reliability and usability as the primary quality attributes since they are the
primary concern in could service. Although security is one of the primary concern for cloud
service, it is out of our scope since it required an independent investigation with a security
specialist.
3.2. Problems
One of the traditional approaches that measure software reliability uses software reliabil-
ity growth models(SRGM) to assess the current reliability and predict the future reliability.
This approach required an accurate defects behavior over time with appropriate represen-
tation for the workload. The defects can be extracted from provider log file, and workload
can be extracted from service invocations. Both resources are not available for clients or
developers, who integrate the service in their system. The limited access to these resources
is related to security and privacy issues. Also, the size of the log file can be extremely large
to extract defects behavior over a long period, which motivates the provider to search for
alternative source. Alternative resources need to be used to represent the defects behavior
and workload.
Clients or developer want a convenient way to embed or integrate these services to their
system. APIs with high quality will make the job easier and decrease effort and time besides
the impact to their product reliability. There are many metrics that are used in guidelines
and standards to improve APIs quality. However, they don’t address the cloud service APIs
constraints and environment. Also, there is no clear relationship between these metrics and
quality subcharacteristics of APIs. Moreover, there are limited empirical studies to prove
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the effectiveness and efficiency of applying these metrics. An empirical study is needed to
support the impact of APIs elements on the cloud service APIs quality.
3.3. Solution Strategy
The limitation of access to quality metrics in cloud service increases the need for alter-
native resources. Also, the lack of empirical studies that shows the influence of quality on
user increases the need for evidence. Our solution strategy is using an alternative source of
information to extract the quality metrics or proxy for them.
To measure cloud service reliability, we propose a framework to use the issues report
system and client numbers as an alternative resource for log file to study defects behavior
in three stages: 1) Defects are extracted and weighed from issue report based on their
validity. 2) Workload is measured by the number of clients as a new proxy to estimate daily
clients usage. 3) Both results are linked together to examine the defect behavior over time.
Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) are used to analyze this behavior, to assess
current reliability, and to predict future reliability.
On the other hand, cloud service APIs can be mapped to quality subcharacteristics after
decomposing APIs components, such as design and documentation, to quantitative elements.
Then we derive the metrics for each quality subcharacteristics. Also, we propose a framework
to analyze the impact of APIs metrics on the overall usability metrics. This study starts by
matching between each cloud service API method and its relevant discussions in the crowd
Q&A. The result will be a list of methods with all relevant discussions to each method
or API. By using multivariate statistical analysis between API metrics and overall usability





Cloud service reliability is a critical factor that every provider and client are concerned
about. The heterogeneous environments and frameworks at provider and client impact its
reliability. Ensuring the reliability of the service is one of the main requirements for both
parties. The limited information that is available prevents clients from using traditional
measurements for service reliability. Also the large log file that needs to be processed moti-
vates the provider to look for an alternative resource to measure the service reliability. We
propose a new framework that uses weighted defects from issue reports over a new client
usage proxy to characterize defect behavior over time and to assess and predict reliability.
4.1. Overall Approach
The limited information of cloud computing, such as lack of access to source code or
execution logs, prevents clients from directly applying the traditional reliability models.
Also, the difficulty of analyzing the extremely large log file motivates providers to search
for alternative metrics to measure and predicate the reliability of their services. In order to
measure reliability, an alternative measurement of defects over an accurate representation of
workload need to be used.
Most cloud providers offer defect reports or a feature requests system. This system can
be a source for defect data, since it has all the details of each defect, including discovery time
and how it has been treated. However, these defect data are in calendar time, which is not
an accurate usage metrics for cloud service due to large usage variations. Also, invocation
count for the service by customers is not available. Therefore, we propose to use the number
of clients instead of calendar time or service invocations. In other words, the number of
clients that accessed the service when defects were reported can be a proxy for usage. These
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types of information are offered by some providers or available in external resources such as
web analytics sites.
This paper proposes a new framework to measure cloud service reliability in three stages:
defects characterization, workload characterization, and reliability modeling, as shown in
Figure 4.1 and briefly described below:
• Defects characterization: Extract and process defects from the issue tracking system
which contains all issues that the clients have reported or suggested to improve the
service. Then classify each issue according to its validity. The result of this stage is
weighted defects depending on their validity.
• Workload characterization: Extract service workload from a published number of
clients statistics. Then estimate the number of clients for each day to calculate the
cumulative usage or workload.
• Reliability modeling: Use the weighted defects over clients usage to plot the defect
profile. Then use SRGMs to assess the current reliability and predict future reliability.
Details of the framework and its three stages, including individual steps in each stage, are
described below.
4.2. Defects Characterization
An issues report system is offered by most cloud service providers for clients or developers
who use the services. Since each record in the system is created by a client, it needs to be
confirmed by a provider before it is considered as a defect. Therefore, we propose the defects
characterization stage in Figure 4.1 consisting of:
1. Screening: Collect all records from issues report system, and exclude all records unre-
lated to defect observations or the target environment.
2. Classification: Categorize remaining issues into three types: valid, invalid, and uncer-
tain.
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Figure 4.1. Framework to measure cloud reliability
3. Consolidation: Using historical data to weigh uncertain issues.
The screening step is to extract issues from the issue system that the provider offers
to record all client issues, including system failures or any request to improve or add new
functionality. The issue system covers all types of environments or programming languages
that the provider uses to deliver the service. The screening step should exclude unrelated data
such as enhancement requests or defects related to languages or environments outside the
study scope. The result should be all defect issues in the specific services or the environment
for the specific clients of a given study.
The classification step is to classify the output of the previous step into three categories:
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valid, invalid, and uncertain. This classification is not part of the data rather than a label we
provide according to the provider team response to each issue. Valid issues are all records
that are agreed as defects by the service provider. Invalid issues are all records that the
provider disagreed as defects due to several reasons, e.g. it can be labeled as a duplicate,
it works as intended, or it is obsolete because of a new release. The uncertain issues are
all pending records that the provider did not categorize yet because it is a new record or
awaiting clarification. The result of this step is a classification for all issues under the three
classes we suggested.
The consolidation step counts all the valid defects but excludes all the invalid ones.
Uncertain issues will be considered according to the history of the clients’ issues. Actually,
every issue starts as a new status which is uncertain, then it ends eventually as a valid
or an invalid issue. Therefore, we can use the historical data to estimate the likelihood of
its validity. In other words, we use the valid to the invalid ratio as a weight for uncertain
issues using this formula w = ( V
V+I
), where V and I are the sums of valid and invalid issues
respectively. In effect, the uncertain issues are partially counted as defects according to the
weight.
4.3. Workload Characterization
Calendar time is not an accurate representation for the workload in cloud service due to
large usage variations. Also, the number of invocations for the service is not available for the
clients. Therefore, we propose the workload characterization stage in Figure 4.1 to use an
alternative workload measure, the number of clients, which consists of the following steps:
1. Extraction: Find and extract statistical information about clients count of the service.
2. Estimation: Estimate the daily clients count using a statistical model.
3. Accumulation: Calculate the cumulative clients count by the suggested formula.
The extraction step is to find alternative data sources for workload since the number of
service invocations by end users or customers is not available for the clients. As a proxy of
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cloud service usage, we extract the number of clients from the service provider report or from
a public report that include usage statistics about the desired service. In other words, the
report should provide the number of clients, such as websites or mobile applications, that
embedded the desired service in their system during the investigation period. The number
of clients will be used as a proxy for the workload in reliability models. The result of this
step is the number of clients that accessed the service on some given days.
The estimation step concerns about the number of clients that use the cloud service each
day. If the report does not show clients access for every day, we propose to estimate this
number by applying a statistical model or some other estimation methods on the available
data. In effect, we use such models as interpolations to estimate the number of clients for
every day by filling the gaps in the available data.
The accumulation step is to calculate the cumulative number of clients that embed the





where Ui is the cumulative usage or cumulative clients count up to day di and Nj is the
number of clients in day dj that we estimated in the previous step.
4.4. Reliability Modeling
Most SRGMs require time between failures or the actual time instance or period that the
software failed. In our framework, the time is represented by the sum of the number of clients
that used the service each day until the day of the specific defect discovery. Therefore, the
cumulative weighted defects over the cumulative clients’ count will be used to plot the defects
behavior over time for cloud services. Then, we assess the current reliability and predict the
future reliability using the suggested models in Section 2.4. The reliability modeling stage
in Figure 4.1 consists of the following steps:
1. Defect behavior profile: Plot weighted defects over clients count to examine the defect
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profile.
2. Assessment: Use SRGMs to assess the current reliability of the service.
3. Prediction: Use SRGMs with partial data as training data set to predict future relia-
bility.
The first step employs the results of the previous stages to plot the defect behavior
profile. The result of defects characterization stage is the cumulative weighted defects in
their arriving sequence. The result of workload characterization stage is the number of
cumulative clients that subscribed to the service up to a given day. We link the weighted
defects and cumulative clients count using the data. Plotting the defects that we extracted
in the defect characterization stage over the cumulative clients’ count allows us to examine
the shape and trend of the defect profile over time.
The assessment step uses the output of the previous step to assess the cloud service
reliability using the selected SRGMs models in Section 2.4. The defects behaviors profile
over cumulative clients count will be quantitatively assessed using reliability models including
Goel-Okumoto, S-shaped, and Musa-Okumoto SRGMs. The goodness of fit to the actual
data will also be examined.
The prediction step will use the selected models to predict future defect behavior. The
models will use 75% of the clients’ count and associated defect observations as training data
to make reliability prediction into the future and to test the models’ prediction accuracy.
4.5. Case Study
We chose Google Maps APIs as a case study since it is one of the mature, well developed,
and widely used cloud services. The case study will demonstrate the applicability and
effectiveness of our proposed approach.
4.5.1. Background and Data Availability
One of the earliest cloud services that provide geographic and location information is
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Google Maps APIs [67]. According to Google, “it is a collection of APIs that enable you to
overlay own data on customized Google Maps”. Frequently, Google is updating, adding, and
terminating types and versions of APIs. However, each version has its own updates and it is
backward compatible. Google introduced Google Maps as a website only in February 2005.
In June 2005, Google Maps APIs was announced for public use. Nowadays, Google Maps
APIs supports different environments using several programming languages. The three main
environments are Android for smart devices, iOS for Apple devices, and Java-Script for web
browsers. This case study focuses on Java-Script Version 3 (JS3) since it is the most popular
and well developed in contrast to the other APIs.
Google does not offer specific information about usage or number of subscribers on a
daily basis. Therefore, we estimate the daily usage by using a web analytics site called
BuiltWith.com that provides general information about various services. One of its services
is a usage statistical reports for thousands of web technologies including Google Maps APIs
usage statistics1.
4.5.2. Defect Characterization
This stage in the framework has three steps as shown in Figure 4.1. First, we extracted
defects information. Google Maps APIs uses a web application system called gmaps-api-
issues2 for reporting and tracking all defect and enhancement requests by customers. We
analyzed the collected data to exclude unrelated issues. We focused on the following fields
in issue reports:
ID: Each issue has a sequence ID, which was given at the time of filing the report by a
client.
Type: The issue type can be a defect or an enhancement. Defect type is an issue that causes
a failure to the system or disables a functionality. Enhancement type is a request to
1 Google Maps API usage statistics. Accessed on 09/27/2015
http://trends.builtwith.com/mapping/Google-Maps-API
2Google Maps API bug reports and feature requests. Accessed on 09/27/2015-
https://code.google.com/p/gmaps-api-issues
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add a new functionality. This latter issue type does not affect the reliability of the
service, therefore it was excluded.
Status: This field has fifteen different categories. Each issue that was reported by a client
will start as a “new” status. Then it will change from one to another status by Google’s
team until it is closed. Table 4.1 contains all status types and our explanation based
on the team response.
API Type: It includes Java Script, Java Script v2, Java Script v3, Android2, IosSDK,
and other languages that support different environments. This case study covers Java
Script v3 only. Therefore, all other API types are excluded.
Time Open: When the report is issued or opened. This field will allow us to link the defect
to the usage in reliability modeling.
The second step is classifying records according to defect validity to three categories:
Valid, Invalid, and Uncertain. The classification process uses the status as an indication for
the provider treatment for each issue as shown in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 shows each class with
its collection of statuses and the number of observations in the data.
The final step is to weigh each defect according to its classification. All valid issues were
included, while invalid issues were excluded. We used the percentage of valid defect issue to
invalid defect issue as a weight for each uncertain issue. According to Table 4.2, 524 issues
are valid, while 1214 issues are invalid. The weight of uncertain issues is 524
524+1214
= 0.30.
Therefore, uncertain issues were weighted by 0.30 corresponding to the ratio of valid issues
in the past.
To examine our weighting process for uncertain defects, we followed up on all uncertain
issues six months after the initial investigation period. 171 of the 346 uncertain issues have
been resolved, where 45 issues became valid and 126 became invalid. The result shows that
the ratio of invalid issues (73%) to valid issues (27%) is very close to our estimation (70%
vs. 30%).
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Table 4.1. Google Maps APIs issue status
Status Num Explanation
New 116 just posted, no action taken
Accepted 60 team has accepted as bug
Acknowledged 3 team is aware of this issue
Cannot reproduce 172 team can’t reproduce the same bug, so it is closed
Confirmed 27 team understands the bug and it remains open
Duplicate 220 team merged the bug with other ones and closed it
Fixed 433 team fixed the bug and closed it
Fixed not released 1 team fixed the bug and closed it but not released yet
Invalid 495 team sees no problem since there is a workaround
Needs more info 160 team needs more details before it is confirmed
Obsolete 173 team sees that it is not an issue anymore because of new
updates
Pending further review 70 team leaves it for future review
Post elsewhere 94 team sees it as not related to this type of API or it is a
browser issue, so it is left open
Won’t fix 15 team can’t fix this bug due to an unsupported browser or
internal and external constraints
Working as intended 45 team sees it not as a bug and it works as it should be, so it
was closed
4.5.3. Workload Characterization
The next stage in our framework is workload characterization, which contains three steps.
We extracted the number of clients that accessed Google Maps API JS3 in the first step.
Since API JS3 is offered for website environment, we need statistics about the number of
subscribers to this API or the number of websites that embedded Google Maps in their
pages during the investigation period. As stated earlier, BuiltWith.com provides statistical
information about technology usage. One of their statistics is a report showing the number
of websites using Google Maps APIs, as shown in Figure 4.2.
The second step is to estimate the clients daily usage for the service. Figure 4.2 shows
the number of websites using Google Maps APIs from May 2013 to April 2015 with some
repetitions. The repetitions appeared in several periods such as from July 2013 to October
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Table 4.2. Issues classification & defect weight
Class Status Total weight
Valid accepted, acknowledged, confirmed, fixed,
and fixed not released
524 1
Invalid cannot reproduce, duplicate, invalid, obsolete,
post else where, won’t fix, and working as in-
tended
1214 0
Uncertain new, need more inof, and pending further re-
view
346 0.30
2013 and from December 2014 to March 2015. These repetitions are likely caused by a lack
of updates. Therefore, we only included first occurrence point and excluded each repeated
ones. We observed a linear trend in the results, so we applied a linear regression to estimate
the daily usage in Figure 4.3. This regression is fitted with high accuracy, where R2 =0.97.
Then, we used the regression to predict the number of websites in each day from May 2013
to April 2015.
Finally, we calculated the cumulative websites count up to each day according to Equation
4.1 from Section 4.3. The result is the sum of the number of the websites that had access
to Google Maps API up to each day in the investigations period. The result is plotted in
Figure 4.4.
4.5.4. Reliability Assessment
We begin with an examination of defect behavior by plotting the cumulative weighted
defects over calendar time. Each defect will increase the y value according to its weight with
respect to the arriving sequence. Figure 4.5 shows the defects behavior over calendar time
which contains 428 records with a total of 255.1 cumulative defects from 1-May-2013 to 21-
Sep-2015. There is no clear trend of reliability, which can be explained by the fast growth of
usage as characterized by Figure 4.4. Therefore, alternative workload measurement instead
of calendar time should be used in reliability modeling.





















Figure 4.2. Number of websites using Google Maps APIs
plot defects behavior over time, plotting weighted defect over the cumulative websites counts
in Figure 4.5. Substituting calendar time with cumulative websites usage yields a stable plot
that resembles a typical reliability growth curve. The data can be used now in SRGMs to
assess and predict the reliability of Google Maps API JS3.
Table 4.3 shows fitted models, estimated defects, failure rate, and R2 value respectively.
The estimated defects at the end of the investigation period N(t)|t=T are 454.98, 237.02,
and 255.89 using GO, S-shaped, and MO models respectively, while the actual defects are
255.10. Also, we used the slope of the models at last data point λ(t)|t=T to estimate the
failure rate at that point. It is clear from Figure 4.6 that the service is estimated to have
a high reliability using both GO and MO models. Both models have a high goodness of fit
to the actual defects where R2=0.996. S-shaped model has R2 = 0.969, fitting the actual
data less closely that MO and GO models. This is expected because the service has already
passed the learning curve that S-shaped is considering. In other words, the investigation
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Figure 4.3. Regression line to estimate the number of websites using Google Maps API
period does not cover the learning period since Google Maps APIs have been in the market
for a long time.
4.5.5. Reliability Prediction
The prediction step uses 75% of websites count and associated defect observations as a
training set to make predictions. Figure 4.7 shows the actual data with the three selected
models with a vertical line to separate the training data set from the testing data set. The
summary of prediction results is shown in Table 4.4. It includes the fitted model equations
for each selected model, number of predicted defects in last data point, and the failure rate
λ(t)|t=T of the model from the last data point. Also, we estimate the failure rate of the
actual data by fit linear regression in the last ten data points and use the slope λ of this
regression as the failure rate for actual data.






























Figure 4.4. Cumulative websites count
Therefore, we investigated further and discovered that Google Maps APIs added sixteen
new functions during our investigation period. Each newly added function can invite more
failures to the system. Therefore, prediction in such cases would underestimate the actual
defects.
4.6. Long Term Validation
To provide a long term validation of our approach, we continued monitoring the defect
and usage trend for Google Maps APIs JS3 since September 2015, the ending date for our
initial case study [13] described in the previous section. The models fitted to the entire
period of the previous case study were extended to predict defects and reliability for the new
period from September 2015 to August 2016. These predictions were compared to actual
defect observations over time.
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Table 4.3. Assessment results
Models Fitted models N(t)|t=T λ(t)|t=T R2
GO µ(t) = 493.8(1− e−1.16E−09t) 254.98 2.770E-07 0.996
S-shaped µ(t) = 258.3(1− (1 + 6.6E − 09t)e−6.6E−09t) 237.02 1.130E-07 0.969
MO µ(t) = 249.4 ln(1.7E − 09t+ 1) 255.89 1.464E-07 0.996
Actual 255.10 5.105E-07
Table 4.4. Prediction results based on models fitted to partial data
Models Fitted models N(t)|t=T λ(t)|t=T
GO µ(t) = 384.3(1− e−1.57E−09t) 240.79 2.257E-07
S-shaped µ(t) = 206.3(1− (1 + 8.7E − 09t)e−8.7E−09t) 200.51 4.251E-08
MO µ(t) = 189.8 ln(2.3E − 09t+ 1) 244.96 1.032E-07
Actual 255.10 5.105E-07
4.6.1. Defect Characterization
Google migrated issues data to a new system that contains all Google cloud service
products issues. However, this new system did not change the concept or the policy of issues
tracking system. But it did change the interface and some structures by renaming or adding
fields. For instance, issue “Id” was restructured to keep it unique and to avoid repetition
with other service issues. Also, “summary” field was renamed to “title”. The most relevant
change to the case study is the categories of status which changed according to Table 4.5.
Actually, they moved all status data to a new field called “triaged” and reset the pending
status to “new”. Then, they used triaged field to extract the old statuses for the resolved
ones. Also, they added a new status called “assigned” to distribute the responsibility of
issues among Google team members.
We started the defect characterization stage by collecting all issues from the new Google
issues tracker system for the new period and used the new field called “component” to filter
the result by Google Maps APIs JS3 issues only. Then we classified the issues according
to the new validity classes as shown in Table 4.5, providing a new mapping from individual
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statuses in the new system to our validity classes.
The new period we added included 378 issues. We included all valid issues (78), and
excluded the invalid ones (238). For uncertain issues (62), we used the same weight (0.30)
we used in the first period. The total of cumulative weighted defects is 109.
Table 4.5. Google Maps APIs JS3 issue status before and after migration with our classifi-
cation








Fixed not released Fixed Valid
Invalid Won’t fix (infeasible) Invalid
Needs more info New Invalid
Obsolete Won’t fix (obsolete) Invalid
Pending further review New Invalid
Post elsewhere Won’t fix (infeasible) Invalid
Won’t fix Won’t fix (infeasible) Invalid
Working as intended Won’t fix (intended behavior) Invalid
Non Assigned Uncertain
4.6.2. Workload Characterization
We used the same statistical website (BuiltWith.com) to extract the usage statistics,
with the result plotted in Figure 4.8. One noticeable difference between data in Figure 4.8
for the new observation period and that in Figure 4.4 is the lack of clear trend or pattern.
Therefore, we used the latest observation data for each day between these points instead of
polynomial or other nonlinear interpolations to avoid overfitting [7].
To build the cumulative usage, we used the last cumulative usage we reached in the
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previous period and added up the new estimated usage for each day after, with the result
plotted in Figure 4.9.
4.6.3. Reliability Modeling
We extended the defect behavior profile for the previous case study. The defects for
the new period were added to these from our initial investigation period and plotted over
calendar time in Figure 4.10. The defect behavior profile contains 607 records with a total
of 364.8 cumulative defects. The same defects were also plotted in Figure 4.11 against the
cumulative website count we obtained above.
Figure 4.10 shows that defect behavior over calendar time does not demonstrate a trend of
reliability growth, while the same defects over cumulative website count has a clear concave
shape signifying reliability growth as shown in Figure 4.11. These observations reconfirm
the appropriateness of using the website count as a proxy for cloud service usage in our
framework.
Then, we extended the models we fitted to the data from the entire initial investigation
period in Section 4.5.4 to the new period as shown in Figure 4.12. The result in Table 4.6
shows the fitted models, defect estimation, and slope. The estimated defects at the end
N(t)|t=T are 366.57, 257.37, and 387.77 using GO, S-shaped, and MO models respectively,
while the actual defects are 364.8. Also, we used the slope of the models at the last data
point λ(t)|t=T to estimate the failure rate at that point and compared it with the linear
regression slope of the last actual eight defects. It shows that reliability predictions based
on GO model conformed well to the actual data. MO model also performed reasonably well.
In section 4.5.5, we discussed that the underestimation of the models using partial data
from the initial period is due to adding new functions to the service in the last 25% part
of that period. We investigated further and discovered that Google Maps APIs did not add
any new functions during the new investigation period. Consequently, this led to accurate
reliability predictions in the long term, without suffering the same underestimation problem.
To summarize, the reliability modeling results provide a long term validation of our
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Table 4.6. Long term validation results
Models Fitted models N(t)|t=T λ(t)|t=T
GO µ(t) = 493.8(1− e−1.16E−09t) 366.57 1.479E-07
S-shaped µ(t) = 258.3(1− (1 + 6.6E − 09t)e−6.6E−09t) 257.37 5.771E-09
MO µ(t) = 249.4 ln(1.7E − 09t+ 1) 387.77 5.880E-07
Actual 364.8 2.052E-07
approach. In particular, our method of defect characterization can be adapted to work
effectively after the migration of issue report system for Google Maps APIs and changes to
the detailed data fields. Our proxy for cloud service usage, the cumulative website count,
can provide appropriate usage measurement for reliability modeling. Finally, the close fit
between the model predictions and the actual defect observations provides evidence that our
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As described in the related work in Chapter 2, APIs technique has been used in a plat-
form and operating systems for decades There are several APIs elements that practitioners
and researchers proposed to improve APIs quality. However, there are few research results
that addresses cloud service APIs quality, and fewer empirical studies that show the impact
of these elements on APIs quality. This chapter will include an investigation of cloud service
APIs quality characteristics and APIs elements in cloud services. Also we propose a frame-
work to collect empirical date from crowd source to measure the impact of APIs elements
on quality.
5.1. New Approach
Our new approach includes four parts. First, we identify relevant APIs quality attributes
under the cloud service environment. Second, we decompose cloud service APIs to mea-
surable elements. Then, we define metrics to quantify these quality attributes. Lastly, we
measure and analyze cloud service APIs quality using existing data source.
5.1.1. Identify Cloud APIs Quality Attributes
The most common quality characteristic used for APIs in different environment is us-
ability [58] [65]. Using ISO definition [38], the usability of cloud service APIs can be defined
as to which degree the APIs can be used by client or developer to integrate the service in
their system with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction at the programming environment.
They divide usability to six subcharacteristics or attributes:
• Recognizability: the degree to which users can recognize whether a product or system
is appropriate for their needs.
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• Learnability: the degree to which product or system can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals of learning to use the product or system.
• Operability: the degree to which a product or system has attributes that make it easy
to operate and control.
• Error protection: the degree to which a system protects users against making errors.
• User interface aesthetics: the degree to which a user interface enables pleasing and
satisfying interaction for the user.
• Accessibility: the degree to which a product or system can be used by people with the
widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a goal in a specified context
of use.
Some of these subcharacteristics are also related to other quality attributes such as
reusability, reliability, and performance. We exclude accessibility because of its limited
effect on APIs quality and the lack of its use as an APIs quality attribute in literature. We
also exclude aesthetics due to its subjective nature and our focus on quantifiable objective
metrics in this paper.
5.1.2. Defending Cloud APIs Metrics
To define cloud service APIs metrics, we start by decomposing the available components
into small elements that are measurable. First level of decomposition consists of three com-
ponents: documentation, design, and calling protocol as shown in Figure 5.1. Documentation
can be decomposed to a lower level which contains words, code examples, date of publica-
tion. Digging deeper into the documentation, code example can be decomposed to smaller
elements that provide metrics such as the number of examples, size of examples, comment
density. The second top level component is design which can be decomposed to classes then
methods. Methods contain elements such as arguments and returned variables. These ele-
ments can produce a metrics such as the number of methods per class, number of arguments
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for each method, size of return for each method, etc. Finally, calling protocol can be de-
composed into APIs programming languages that provider offers such as REpresentational
State Transfer (REST) using http, Java Script, Ruby, .NET, etc.
Next, we define metrics to measure each proposed attribute of usability using these
decomposed APIs elements. All proposed cloud service APIs quality attributes and its
metrics are shown in Table 5.1.
• Recognizability: how the users identify the functionality of the service is captured by
naming style of the method [58] [83].
• Learnability: can be addressed by how documentation will provide needed knowledge
to use API. The metrics are the size of documentation captured by the number of words
in the documentation, number and size of examples provided by the documentation,
density of comments in the examples, and documentation aging which occurs when an
API changes but document fails to keep pace with the API [65] [83].
• Operability: can be addressed by the size of conceptual chunk and how easy the struc-
ture of the service is to operate and control. The metrics include the specific languages
supported, the number of the methods in each class, the number of arguments in each
method, and the complexity of method return captured by the number of returned
variables at XML file in most cases [83].
• Error protection: can be addressed by what is making design misunderstood. The
metrics include the number of overloaded functions and naming which can be mislead-
ing [58] [83].
5.1.3. Measurement and Analysis Framework
We propose a framework shown in Figure 5.2 to investigate the impact of API metrics
defined above on the perceived usability by developers from different organizations by mining
crowd source Q&A such as Stack Overflow. We start by finding the most relevant questions
about each API method using appropriate matching techniques. Then we use multivariate
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Figure 5.1. Decompose cloud service APIs to measurable elements
statistical analysis to understand the impact of API metrics on the crowd behavior such as
the number of questions, the number of viewers and other variables that might estimate the
overall usability linked to the developers’ effort to understand and learn how such method
can be used.
There are several variables in crowd source Q&A that might represent the overall APIs
usability as perceived by the developers. We assuming that a developer in most cases will
not ask a question unless he or she has difficulty to find, understand, or use the method.
Based on this assumption, the number of discussions that address such a method reflects the
difficulty of that method. Another assumption is that the developer in most cases will view
the discussion related to the method that he or she wants to use. Therefore, we define the
overall APIs usability as the number of questions and the sum of viewers for all discussions
that linked to the method.
However, developers’ perception of usability can be biased by usage. For example, there
might be a method with complex design and low quality documentation but it is not used by
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Table 5.1. The quality attribute and metrics framework for cloud service APIs
Quality attribute Metrics
recognizability naming style









error protection overloaded method
misleading naming
most developers. Therefore no question has been asked about it. Or there is a method with
a convenient design and high quality documentation but it is used very frequently, resulting
in some questions been asked. We solve this issue by normalizing these counts according to
the usage or operational profile. The operational profile is a quantitative characterization
of the usage of a given software [55]. We can use it to represent each method usage. To
estimate operational profile for each method, we used the number of appearances for each
method in code repository such as Github. The ratio between method appearances to all
methods appearances can be used to estimate operational profile.
Finally, we divide the usage, the number of question and number of viewers, by operation
profile to yield questions score and viewers score as our metrics for the overall APIs usability.
The result represents a large sample of developers from various organizations who use the
investigated cloud service APIs.
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Figure 5.2. Empirical study framework for cloud service APIs
5.2. Case study
We chose YouTube APIs as a case study since it is one of the most used cloud services
APIs. The case study will demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of our proposed
approach.
5.2.1. Background and Data Availability
One of the most popular cloud service APIs is YouTube APIs. According to pro-
grammableweb.com, YouTube is the third most used APIs after Google Maps and Twitter.
YouTube APIs contain 50 methods in 19 classes if we exclude error class. It offers eight
APIs programming languages include: Apps script, Google APIs Client Library (Go), java,
javaScript, .NET, PHP, Python, and Ruby. The documentation of YouTube APIs is associ-
ated with individual API methods. Each API documentation includes a brief description of
the method, method arguments, method return, examples, and date of publication.
YouTube APIs use Stack Overflow as the primary channel to support their customers.
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They state that the “Google engineers monitor and answer questions with the YouTube-API,
YouTube-data-API, and YouTube-v3-API tags”. Therefore, we assume that most developers
will search for additional knowledge at Stack Overflow if documentation did not offer what
they need. This assumption is supported by MS survey [65]. Stack Overflow saves discussions
data in a table called Post where the type of post field distinguishes between questions and
answers. Both types have a score which is an integer number that reader can increase or
decrease by one. Only questions have Tag field to index the discussion by programming
languages such as Java, SQL, or others, or by services such as YouTube-API, Google-maps,
etc. Also, questions can have accepted answers that are selected by who asked the question.
On the other hand, answers have parent field to link them to their questions. Stack Overflow
offers SQL access which allowed us to extract desirable data.
5.2.2. Data Collection and Measurement
We extracted YouTube APIs metrics and all Stack Overflow discussions that related to
YouTube APIs. Then, we matched between API and its discussions as shown in Figure 5.2.
We also calculated the overall usability metrics.
We extracted YouTube APIs metrics from its documentation. Size of Documentation is
reflected by the number of words in API document excluding examples. Several examples are
offered at the end of the document using one or more programming languages. We extracted
from each example type of programming language, source lines of code (SLOC), and lines
of comments. The metrics we used for the example are sum of SLOC, average for SLOC,
comments density witch is the ratio between sum of SLOC and sum of lines of comments, and
flag for each language that offered by documentation. Each API receives several arguments
and returns an XML result that contains structured variables. We extracted the number of
arguments and the number of variables in XML as metrics for this API. However, not all
proposed metrics in Section 5.1.2 would be used in this case study. The naming style is very
consistent and follows standards and guidelines. Also, The YouTube APIs documentations
are updated very frequently, so there are no aging issues with documentation. Finally,
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YouTube uses a unique name for each method, so there are no overload issues that can be
addressed.
We extracted the discussions data using SQL access from Stack Overflow. Since tags are
the distinguish key for the questions that related to YouTube API, we used Google proposed
tags to extract all questions and their accepted answers. The result is 19713 questions and
7690 accepted answers for these questions. This data will be used to extract all discussions
that addressed every API method.
We considered two scenarios to match between each method and all discussions that
address it. First, a developer asked a question about a specific API method. Therefore, we
search for questions that have at least one calling protocol syntax including class.method,
class().method, class/method, or class− > method. These syntaxes should cover most APIs
programming languages that are used for integration. The result was 1486 questions. How-
ever, there are 227 questions linked to more than one methods. After some investigation,
we found that more than 190 of these questions are addressing more than one method on
purpose. Therefore, we kept these records duplicated since they are addressing more than
one methods. The second way to link discussions and method is searching in the answers
considering that developers do not know the name of the method and they are looking for
a functionality that is offered by the service. The result is 474 new discussions that call-
ing protocol syntax appeared in its answers only. The total discussions we have are 1960
discussions that addressed YouTube APIs.
Github is a suitable code repository for YouTube since it is the official resource of open-
source projects according to YouTube itself. It has more than 50K of source code files that
using YouTube APIs from different domains. Therefore, it can represent a good sample of
systems or applications that use YouTube APIs. The number of YouTube method calling
syntaxes appeared in Github codes repository is used to calculate the operational profile for
each method. The variables we use for analysis are the number of questions for each method
and the total number of viewers for each method. We divided each one by the operation
profile for its method. The results are our overall usability metrics for questions and viewers:
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questions score and viewers score for each method.
5.2.3. Data Summary and Analysis
First, we summarize the metrics in Figure 5.3 in box plots and give the median and
mean for each metric in Table 5.2. Figure 5.3 also shows the first and third quartile for the
distribution and outliers outside the wiskers.
We also performed correlation analysis for our APIs metrics and overall usability metrics.
Table 5.3 contains seven APIs metrics we used in our study, and two overall usability metrics
questions score and viewers score.
There are positive high correlation 0.99 between the number of arguments and the number
of words. This is expected since more arguments in the method need more explanation.
Also, the number of arguments correlates positively with the number of examples at 0.81.
This shows that documentation offers more examples when a method has more arguments.
Moreover, there is a correlation 0.84 between words and examples. In fact, this is a transitive
relation through arguments. In other words, since the number of words is correlated with
the number of arguments and the number of the arguments is correlated with the number
of examples, then the number of the words is correlated with the number of examples.
Finally, there is a high correlation of 0.84 between the two overall usability metrics we
used, questions score and viewers score. This shows that the method with more questions has
more viewers. However, the correlation between API metrics and overall usability metrics
































































Figure 5.3. Data summary for all metrics
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Table 5.2. Median and mean for all metrics
Words Arguments Returns Examples SLOC Comment density class size Questions scour View scour
Median 886 11.00 8.00 6.000 630.0 36.50 3.000 46.67 52451.77
Mean 1151 13.08 31.66 6.401 489.6 56.57 3.617 47.12 60652.34
Table 5.3. Correlation table between variables
Words Arguments Returns Example SLOC Comments Class size Questions Score Viewer Score
Words 1.000 0.995 -0.235 0.844 0.536 -0.085 -0.556 -0.092 -0.159
Arguments 1.000 -0.305 0.814 0.497 -0.042 -0.587 -0.119 -0.159
Returns 1.000 0.050 0.222 -0.163 0.536 0.724 0.383
Example 1.000 0.804 -0.144 -0.274 0.209 0.171
SLOC 1.000 -0.218 0.197 0.341 0.258
Comments 1.000 -0.180 -0.010 0.207
Class size 1.000 0.426 0.387
Questions Score 1.000 0.841
Viewer Score 1.000
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5.2.4. Predictive Analysis with Tree-based Models
It would be interesting to examine the relationship between our APIs metrics and overall
usability metrics. In particular, we would like to establish predication relationships between
our API metrics as predictor variables and our overall usability metrics as response variables.
Because of the low correlation between these two groups of variables noted above and in Table
5.3, we explored the use of Tree-based Models (TBMs).
TBM finds the predictive relationship between predictor and response variables. In our
case, we would like to know what are the metrics of APIs driving overall usability metrics.
There are two response variables that we want to study, and we need to know how they get
influenced by APIs metrics. First, we used all seven APIs metrics plus seven language flags
to predict questions score in Figure 5.4. The result shows that methods that returning more
than 138 variables driving most discussions. After an investigation, we found out that one
method out of 50 is returning XML file with 182 variables, and there are 257 out of 1960
discussions that addressed this method. We investigated the usage or the operation profile
of this method which might play a role in increasing questions score. We found out that
this method has 2% operation profile which is relatively low. This means that methods or
APIs with large numbers of return variables and low usage can also make a high impact on
quality and overall usability. The second metrics that played an important role in developers
questions are the number of arguments and size of examples. Where three arguments is the
threshold linked to increase the number of questions.
We applied TBM with all metrics as predictors and viewer score as response a variable.
The result is shown in Figure 5.5. The size of documentation is the major driver for viewers.
Documentation that has more than 611 words drives 1561 of 1960 discussions for higher
viewer score. We investigated these methods and found out that nine methods have more
than 611 words. However, the sum of operation profile for these methods is 35% which is
relatively high. Also, the number of arguments is the second driver for viewer score where
more than eight arguments is the threshold that increases the number of viewers.







































Figure 5.5. TBM for cloud APIs metrics to viewers score
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cognition for API regardless of the usage. Also design metrics such as return and arguments
are more related to the score of the questions.
5.3. Summary of APIs Usability Study
Cloud service APIs have become a major way to integrate, use, and share computing
resources. High demand for cloud services increases the need to ensure their quality and
usability. Cloud service APIs quality need to be addressed by applicable quality attributes
and metrics. Also, these APIs quality metrics need to be linked to some overall metrics of
usability.
In this chapter, we develop a comprehensive framework to measure and analyze cloud
service APIs quality. First, we identify relevant quality attributes applicable to cloud service
APIs. Second, we decompose cloud service APIs to measurable elements. Then we define
metrics to quantify these quality attributes using decomposed elements. Lastly, we measure
and analyze cloud service APIs quality using existing data source from crowd source Q&A.
We applied our framework on YouTube APIs and Stack Overflow to demonstrate its
applicability and effectiveness. The results demonstrated the internal link among these
metrics and the predictive relationship between the API metrics as a group and the overall
usability metrics. The framework will allowed cloud APIs service providers to identify and




Measuring quality of cloud services is a challenging problem. Clients and developers
using these services in their systems or applications have limited access to data sources and
appropriate measurements derived from these data sources. Also, to improve the usability of
these services, we need to identify quality attributes and link them to some overall metrics
of usability.
6.1. Summary
In this dissertation, we developed a framework to measure cloud service reliability using
alternative data sources. This framework consists of three stages: defects characterization,
workload characterization, and reliability modeling. Defects characterization uses issue sys-
tem reports as a defect data source to obtain weighted defects according to their validity
after screening, classifying, and consolidating these reports. Workload characterization uses
published statistical reports to obtain clients count as a new proxy to estimate usage time
or workload and calculate the cumulative usage. Finally, the reliability modeling stage uses
SRGMs to assess and predict cloud service reliability using the outcome of the previous
stages.
Google Maps APIs was used as a case study to demonstrate the applicability and ef-
fectiveness of our new framework. The result of this case study shows a high accuracy for
reliability assessment and prediction, which is an indication that weighted defects and cumu-
lative client counts are appropriated substitutes for the unavailable data and related metrics
for this environment. The work was published in the paper below:
• A. Bokhary and J. Tian, “Measuring Cloud Service Reliability by Weighted Defects
over the Number of Clients as a Proxy for Usage,” 32nd International Conference on
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Computers and Their Applications (CATA2017), pp. 63-70, 2017.
The paper has been selected to appear in a special issue for International Journal of Com-
puters and Their Application where only seven papers were selected out of 53 papers. The
study has been extended by a long term validation. We monitored the defect behavior over a
longer period compared to the initial period of our case study. The models fitted to the data
from our initial case study were extended to provide long term reliability prediction. This
prediction is compared to the actual data capturing the new defects and new workload after
similar screening and data processing. We observed a close match between the prediction
and actual data to provide a long term validation of the applicability and effectiveness of
our approach. The paper has been published in the journal as bellow:
• A. Bokhary and J. Tian, “Cloud Service Reliability Assessment and Prediction Based
on Defect Characterization and Usage Estimation,” International Journal of Comput-
ers and Their Applications Vol. 24, No. 2, pp. 61-71, 2017.
Then, we completed a framework to measure and analyze cloud service APIs usability
by identifying the relevant quality attributes and metrics. We proposed quality and metrics
framework, and analyze overall cloud service usability on crowd source Q&A. Our case study
used YouTube APIs as the investigated cloud service, and it used Stack overflow to extract
overall usability metrics. This case study was used to demonstrate the applicability and
effectiveness of our new approach. The result shows the most influential elements of cloud
service APIs on overall usability. The work was published in the paper below:
• A. Bokhary and J. Tian, “Measuring Cloud Service APIs Quality and Usability,” The
16th Int’l Conf on Software Engineering Research and Practice (SERP’18).
To summarize the main contribution, we did the following:
• a new framework to measure cloud service reliability using alternative data sources.
• a new quality and metrics framework for cloud service APIs.
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• a new approach to analyze overall cloud service usability on crowd source.
6.2. Future Work
To generalize our reliability framework to measure other cloud services, we need to exam-
ine the similarities and differences in data availability and application environments before
appropriate data sources and related metrics can be obtained and calculated. This frame-
work and its follow up improvements will offer a clear vision to the developers about the
reliability of the cloud service before it is used or embedded in their applications. It also
should offer a new method for providers to predict the future reliability of their services,
which will help them take remedial and proactive actions to improve their services and to
reduce cost.
Our quality framework for cloud service APIs using the most common and applicable
quality attributes and metrics for cloud service APIs. However, the empirical study frame-
work can be improved to increase the number of related discussions with higher accuracy,
and to extract other overall usability metrics.
However, there are other cloud service quality attributes that should be considered in
future to improve cloud service. Although security is one of the fastest growing research
areas, it needs more research on cloud service especially for a critical organization such as
governments, finances, and health care. Scalability and maintainability are other motivations
for business to use cloud services and improving these attributes will play an important role
to attract more businesses.
In conclusion, cloud services became part of many systems and applications and used by
all type of organizations and customers. The high demand on cloud service also demands
improved quality. Therefore, this research addressing this important problem has a high im-
pact on the society. It ensures the satisfaction of clients and customers and the effectiveness
and efficiency of the services.
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